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Data Quality: Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2006
Poor data quality can seriously hinder or damage the efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and businesses. The growing awareness of such repercussions has led to major public initiatives like the "Data Quality Act" in the USA and the "European 2003/98" directive of the European Parliament.

Batini and...
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Real-time 3D Character Animation with Visual C++ (Book & CD-ROM)Focal Press, 2002
Do you have some experience and a reasonable knowledge of C++ and want to write your own computer games? Have you ever looked at a PC or Playstation (R) game with characters running and leaping through an exciting landscape and wondered how it was done? If so then this book will give you all the information you need to achieve this goal, whether...
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ECOOP 2004 - Object-Oriented Programming: 18th European Conference, Oslo, Norway, June 14-18, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
ECOOP is the premier forum in Europe for bringing together practitioners, researchers, and students to share their ideas and experiences in a broad range of disciplines woven with the common thread of object technology. It is a collage of events, including outstanding invited speakers, carefully refereed technical papers, practitioner reports...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Implementing Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Part 2 (CIPT2) (Authorized Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Professional certifications have been an important part of the computing industry for many years and will continue to become more important. Many reasons exist for these certifications, but the most popularly cited reason is that of credibility. All other considerations held equal, a certified employee/consultant/job candidate is considered more...
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Secure Java: For Web Application DevelopmentCRC Press, 2010

	Most security books on Java focus on cryptography and access control, but exclude key aspects such as coding practices, logging, and web application risk assessment. Encapsulating security requirements for web development with the Java programming platform, Secure Java: For Web Application Development covers secure...
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Improving Disaster Management: The Role of IT in Mitigation, Preparedness, Response, and RecoveryNational Academy Press, 2007

	Information technology (IT) has the potential to play a critical role in managing natural and human made disasters. Damage to communications infrastructure, along with other communications problems exacerbated the difficulties in carrying out response and recovery efforts following Hurricane Katrina. To assist government planning in this...
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Ranking Queries on Uncertain Data (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2011

	Uncertain data is inherent in many important applications, such as environmental surveillance, market analysis, and quantitative economics research. Due to the importance of those applications and rapidly increasing amounts of uncertain data collected and accumulated, analyzing large collections of uncertain data has become an important task....
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Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects (7th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011


	Welcome to

	Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through Objects, 7th edition.

	This book is intended for use in a two-semester C++ programming sequence, or an

	accelerated one-semester course. Students new to programming, as well as those with

	prior course work in other languages, will nd this text bene cial. The...
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Agile Software Development Teams (Progress in IS)Springer, 2015

	This book explores how agile development practices, in particular pair programming, code review and automated testing, help software development teams to perform better. Agile software engineering has become the standard software development paradigm over the last decade, and the insights provided here are taken from a large-scale survey of...
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Mathematical Formulas for Industrial and Mechanical Engineering (Elsevier Insights)Elsevier Limited, 2013

	Mathematical Formulas For Industrial and Mechanical Engineering serves the needs of students and teachers as well as professional workers in engineering who use mathematics. The contents and size make it especially convenient and portable. The widespread availability and low price of scientific calculators have greatly reduced the need...
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The Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CCSP CBKSybex, 2016

	Globally recognized and backed by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) and the (ISC)2 the CCSP credential is the ideal way to match marketability and credibility to your cloud security skill set. The Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CCSPSM CBK Second Edition is your ticket for expert...
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